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Scope and content of collection

Contains administrative and personal files created by the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East, and the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Society of the Jews in Germany). The administrative files include correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with Jewish communities and international Jewish and non-Jewish aid and migration organizations in various parts of the world, including New Zealand, Italy, China, Switzerland, Germany and Nazi-annexed Austria, Australia, Great Britain, Yugoslavia, Poland, several countries in Latin America, and the United States, among others. Cables and correspondence, mostly in Yiddish and Russian, were sent during the interwar period starting in 1918 by the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East to facilitate the emigration of Jews from Russia and Eastern Europe. The personal files include Ca. 3000 emigration applications received in the years between 1938-1940 by the Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland (Aid Society of the Jews in Germany) from Jews living in Austria, Germany,
Italy, and Poland, asking for assistance with emigration to Harbin and Shanghai. These applications were forwarded to the Far Eastern Jewish Central Information Bureau (DALJEWCIB), often in response to job announcements posted abroad in Harbin or Shanghai. The personal files consist of a wide variety of personal documents, such as emigration applications, correspondence, photographs, curricula vitae, reference letters, name lists, search requests, and other documents.

**Administrative Information**

Restrictions on access: Users are required to complete a User Declaration in order to gain access to the collection.

Restrictions on reproduction and use: Fair use only. Publication and reproduction of records for commercial purposes for third parties require the written permission of the Central Archives for the History of the Jewish People (CAHJP).

Preferred citation: Preferred citation for USHMM archival collections; consult the USHMM website for guidance.

Acquisition information: Records collected by the Far Eastern Jewish Central Information Bureau (DALJEWCIB), Harbin, China (from the time of the creation of the documents until 1950s), later transferred to the Central Archives for the History of the Jewish People, Jerusalem, Israel (1950s until current). The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum Archives received the filmed collection via the United States Holocaust Museum International Archives Project in Dec. 2010.

Existence and location of originals: Arkhiyon ha-merkazi le-toldot ha-ʻam ha-Yehudi


**Historical note**

The Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East was founded in 1917 by Sam Mason, a special delegate sent by the Hebrew Immigrant Society (better known as HIAS) in New York. Its function was to deal with the problem of refugees attempting to reach America (and other countries) from the Far East. The main office was established in Harbin, but branches were also set up in Yokohama, Japan, and Vladivostok on the eastern seaboard of the Soviet Union. Connected with HIAS since 1918, the Bureau worked in very close co-operation with the umbrella Jewish refugee organization HICEM (the amalgamation of HIAS, JCA and the Emigre organization of Berlin). From 1938, the numbers of German, Austrian and other central European Jews, including Polish and Czechoslovakians, requesting asylum grew drastically. With the Japanese occupation of northern China in the early 1930s, the situation of the Jews in Harbin deteriorated, until, in September 1939, the Bureau moved its head office to Shanghai. At that time Shanghai remained one of the few places, which refugees could enter without a visa. Throughout 1939 and 1940, Jews continued to flood into Shanghai, until with the outbreak of the Pacific War some 18,000 Jewish refugees reached Shanghai, of which about 8,000 originated from Germany and about 4,000 from Austria. At the end of the Pacific War in August 1945 the Bureau formed part of the world-wide chain of organizations trying to trace other Jewish
refugees in order to place the Shanghai refugees in secure countries. This work continued for a number of years after the war ended.

**Indexing terms**
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East.
- Hilfsverein der Juden in Deutschland.
- Jewish refugees--Europe--Registers.
- Jewish refugees--New Zealand--Registers.
- Jewish refugees--China--Registers.
- Russia--Emigration and immigration--History.
- Europe, Central--Emigration and immigration--History.
- Harbin (China)--Emigration and immigration--History.
- Shanghai (China)--Emigration and immigration--History.
- Europe, Eastern--Emigration and immigration--Correspondence.
- Photographs.
- Curriculum vitae.
- Emigration applications.
- Registers.

**CONTAINER LIST**

*NOTE: A separate register of names associated with case files on reels 138-171 is available.*

**REEL 1**
- Outgoing letters and cables 1918-1920
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian

**Reel 2**
- Outgoing letters and cables 1919-1921
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian

**Reel 3**
- Outgoing letters and cables 1920-1923
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
names lists
Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian

Reel 4
- Outgoing letters and cables 1922-1923
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian

Reel 5
- Outgoing letters and cables 1922-1923
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian

Reel 6
- Outgoing letters and cables 1922-1924
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian

Reel 7
- Outgoing letters and cables 1923-1924
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian

Reel 8
- Outgoing letters and cables 1923-1924
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian

Reel 9
- Outgoing letters and cables 1923-1925
Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
Includes:
- Search for Family members in America
- names lists
- Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian

Reel 10
Outgoing letters and cables 1924-1926
Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
Includes:
- Search for Family members in America
- names lists
- Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian

Reel 11
Outgoing letters and cables 1925-1926
Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
Includes:
- Search for Family members in America
- names lists
- Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian

Reel 12
Outgoing letters and cables 1925-1926
Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
Includes:
- Search for Family members in America
- names lists
- Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian
NOTE: the years on this REEL are not in correct order; it goes back to beginning of 1925

Reel 13
Outgoing letters and cables 1925-1927
Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
Includes:
- Search for Family members in America
- names lists
- Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian
NOTE: the years on the REEL are not in correct order; it jumps from 1925 right to 1926-1927
Reel 14

- Outgoing letters and cables 1926-1927
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian

Reel 15

- Outgoing letters and cables 1926-1927
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian

Reel 16

- Outgoing letters and cables 1926-1927
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian

Reel 17

- Outgoing letters and cables 1926-1928
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian

Reel 18

- Outgoing letters and cables 1927-1928
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian
Reel 19
- Outgoing letters and cables 1927-1928
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian

Reel 20
- Outgoing letters and cables 1928-1929
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian

Reel 21
- Outgoing letters and cables 1928-1929
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian

Reel 22
- Outgoing letters and cables 1928-1929
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian

Reel 23
- Outgoing letters and cables 1929-1930
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian

Reel 24
• Outgoing letters and cables 1929-1930
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian

Reel 25
• Outgoing letters and cables 1929-1930
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian

Reel 26
• Outgoing letters and cables 1930-1931
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian

Reel 27
• Outgoing letters and cables 1930-1931
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian

Reel 28
• Outgoing letters and cables 1931-1932
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian

Reel 29
• Outgoing letters and cables 1931-1932
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
  • Includes:
    – Search for Family members in America
    – names lists
    – Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian

Reel 30
• Outgoing letters and cables 1931-1933
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
  • Includes:
    – Search for Family members in America
    – names lists
    – Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian

Reel 31
• Outgoing letters and cables 1932-1934
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
  • Includes:
    – Search for Family members in America
    – names lists
    – Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian

Reel 32
• Outgoing letters and cables 1933-1934
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
  • Includes:
    – Search for Family members in America
    – names lists
    – Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian
    – Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
      – USA, China, France, England, Palestine, and other

Reel 33
• Outgoing letters and cables 1933-1934
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
  • Includes:
    – Search for Family members in America
    – names lists
    – Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian
    – Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
      – USA, China, France, England, Palestine, and other
Reel 34
- Outgoing letters and cables 1933-1934
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian
  - Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    - USA, China, France, England, Palestine, and other

Reel 35
- Outgoing letters and cables 1934-1935
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian
  - Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    - USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other

Reel 36
- Outgoing letters and cables 1934-1935
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian
  - Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    - USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other

Reel 37
- Outgoing letters and cables 1934-1935
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian
  - Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    - USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other

Reel 38
• Outgoing letters and cables 1934-1935
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian
  – Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    – USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other

Reel 39
• Outgoing letters and cables 1934-1936
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian
  – Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    – USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other

Reel 40
• Outgoing letters and cables 1935-1936
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian
  – Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    – USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other

Reel 41
• Outgoing letters and cables 1935 – 1936
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian
  – Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    – USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other

Reel 42
• Outgoing letters and cables 1936-1937
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian
  - Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    - USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other

Reel 43
- Outgoing letters and cables 1936-1937
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian
  - Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    - USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other

Reel 44
- Outgoing letters and cables 1936-1938
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian
  - Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    - USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other

Reel 45
- Outgoing letters and cables 1937-1938
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian
  - Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    - USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other

Reel 46
- Outgoing letters and cables 1937-1938
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
- names lists
- Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian
- Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
  - USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other

**Reel 47**

- Outgoing letters and cables 1937 - 1938
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in Yiddish and also in Russian
  - Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    - USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other

**Reel 48**

- Outgoing letters and cables 1938 - 1939
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  - Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    - USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  - Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    - “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    - “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    - “Hilfsverein” Berlin
    - “Israel. Kultusgemeinde” Wien
    - “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtingen” Amsterdam
    - “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
    - “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
    - “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
    - “International Migration service” Geneva
    - “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
    - “International Migration Service” New York
    - “Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
    - “International Migration Service” Warsaw
    - “Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
    - “Sociedad Beneficiente Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
    - “Comité de Proteccion a los Migrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay
Reel 49

- Outgoing letters and cables 1938 - 1939
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  - Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    - USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  - Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    - “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    - “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    - “Hilfsverein” Berlin
    - “Israel. Kultusgemeinde” Wien
    - “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
    - “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
    - “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
    - “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
    - “International Migration service” Geneva
    - “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
    - “International Migration Service” New York
    - “Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
    - “International Migration Service” Warsaw
    - “Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
    - “Sociedad Beneficiénte Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
    - “Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay

Reel 50

- Outgoing letters and cables 1938 - 1939
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  - Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    - USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  - Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    - “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    - “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    - “Hilfsverein” Berlin
"Israel. Kultusgemeinde” Wien
“Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
“Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
“Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
“Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
“International Migration service” Geneva
“Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
“International Migration Service” New York
Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
“International Migration Service” Warsaw
“Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
“Sociedad Beneficiante Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
“Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay

Reel 51

- Outgoing letters and cables 1938 - 1939
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  - Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    - USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  - Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    “Hilfsverein” Berlin
    "Israel. Kultusgemeinde" Wien
    “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
    “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
    “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
    “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
    “International Migration service” Geneva
    “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
    “International Migration Service” New York
    Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
    “International Migration Service” Warsaw
    “Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
    “Sociedad Beneficiante Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
    “Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay
Reel 52
• Outgoing letters and cables 1939 – 1940
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  – Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    – USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  – Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    “Hilfsverein” Berlin
    “Israel. Kultusgemeinde” Wien
    “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
    “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
    “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
    “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
    “International Migration service” Geneva
    “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
    “International Migration Service” New York
    Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
    “International Migration Service” Warsaw
    “Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
    “Sociedad Beneficiante Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
    “Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay

Reel 53
• Outgoing letters and cables 1939 – 1940
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  – Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    – USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  – Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    “Hilfsverein” Berlin
    "Israel. Kultusgemeinde" Wien
“Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
“Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
“Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
“Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
“International Migration service” Geneva
“Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
“International Migration Service” New York
Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
“International Migration Service” Warsaw
“Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
“Sociedad Beneficiente Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
“Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay

Reel 54

- Outgoing letters and cables 1939 – 1940
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  - Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
  - USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  - Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    - “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    - “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    - “Hilfsverein” Berlin
    - "Israel. Kultusgemeinde" Wien
    - “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
    - “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
    - “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
    - “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
    - “International Migration service” Geneva
    - “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
    - “International Migration Service” New York
    - Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
    - “International Migration Service” Warsaw
    - “Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
    - “Sociedad Beneficiente Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
    - “Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay
Reel 55

- Outgoing letters and cables 1939 – 1940
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  - Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    - USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  - Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    - “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    - “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    - “Hilfsverein” Berlin
    - “Israel. Kultusgemeinde” Wien
    - “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtingen” Amsterdam
    - “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
    - “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
    - “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
    - “International Migration service” Geneva
    - “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
    - “International Migration Service” New York
    - “Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
    - “International Migration Service” Warsaw
    - “Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
    - “Sociedad Beneficienete Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
    - “Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay

Reel 56

- Outgoing letters and cables 1939-1940
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  - Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    - USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  - Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    - “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    - “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    - “Hilfsverein” Berlin
    - ”Israel. Kultusgemeinde” Wien
“Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
“Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
“Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
“Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
“International Migration service” Geneva
“Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
“International Migration Service” New York
Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
“International Migration Service” Warsaw
“Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
“Sociedad Beneficiente Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
“Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay

Reel 57

- Outgoing letters and cables 1939 – 1940
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  - Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    - USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  - Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    - “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    - “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    - “Hilfsverein” Berlin
    - "Israel. Kultusgemeinde" Wien
    - “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
    - “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
    - “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
    - “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
    - “International Migration service” Geneva
    - “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
    - “International Migration Service” New York
    - Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
    - “International Migration Service” Warsaw
    - “Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
    - “Sociedad Beneficiente Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
    - “Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay

Reel 58
• Outgoing letters and cables 1939 – 1940
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  – Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    – USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  – Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    “Hilfsverein” Berlin
    "Israel. Kultusgemeinde” Wien
    “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
    “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
    “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
    “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
    “International Migration service” Geneva
    “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
    “International Migration Service” New York
    Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
    “International Migration Service” Warsaw
    “Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
    “Sociedad Beneficiencia Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
    “Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay

Reel 59
• Outgoing letters and cables 1939 – 1940
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  – Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    – USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  – Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    “Hilfsverein” Berlin
    "Israel. Kultusgemeinde” Wien
    “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
“Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
“Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
“Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
“International Migration service” Geneva
“Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
“International Migration Service” New York
Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
“International Migration Service” Warsaw
“Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
“Sociedad Beneficiente Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
“Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay

Reel 60
- Outgoing letters and cables 1939 – 1940
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  - Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    - USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  - Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    - “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    - “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    - “Hilfsverein” Berlin
    - “Israel. Kultusgemeinde” Wien
    - “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtlingen” Amsterdam
    - “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
    - “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
    - “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
    - “International Migration service” Geneva
    - “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
    - “International Migration Service” New York
    - Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
    - “International Migration Service” Warsaw
    - “Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
    - “Sociedad Beneficiente Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
    - “Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay

Reel 61
- Outgoing letters and cables 1939 – 1940
Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  – Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    – USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  – Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    “Hilfsverein” Berlin
    "Israel. Kultusgemeinde" Wien
    “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
    “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
    “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
    “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
    “International Migration service” Geneva
    “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
    “International Migration Service” New York
    Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
    “International Migration Service” Warsaw
    “Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
    “Sociedad Beneficiante Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
    “Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay

Reel 62

Outgoing letters and cables 1939 – 1940
Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  – Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    – USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  – Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    “Hilfsverein” Berlin
    "Israel. Kultusgemeinde" Wien
    “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
    “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
“Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
“Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
“International Migration service” Geneva
“Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
“International Migration Service” New York
Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
“International Migration Service” Warsaw
“Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
“Sociedad Beneficiante Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
“Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay

Reel 63

- Outgoing letters and cables 1940 – 1941
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  - Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
  - USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  - Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    - “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    - “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    - “Hilfsverein” Berlin
    - "Israel. Kultusgemeinde" Wien
    - “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
    - “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
    - “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
    - “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
    - “International Migration service” Geneva
    - “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
    - “International Migration Service” New York
    - Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
    - “International Migration Service” Warsaw
    - “Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
    - “Sociedad Beneficiante Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
    - “Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay

Reel 64

- Outgoing letters and cables 1940 – 1941
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  – Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    – USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  – Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    “Hilfsverein” Berlin
    "Israel. Kultusgemeinde" Wien
    “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtingen” Amsterdam
    “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
    “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
    “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
    “International Migration service” Geneva
    “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
    “International Migration Service” New York
    Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
    “International Migration Service” Warsaw
    “Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
    “Sociedad Beneficiencia Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
    “Comité de Proteccion a los Inmigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay

Reel 65
• Outgoing letters and cables 1940 – 1941
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  – Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    – USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  – Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    “Hilfsverein” Berlin
    "Israel. Kultusgemeinde" Wien
    “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtingen” Amsterdam
    “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
“Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
“Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
“International Migration service” Geneva
“Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
“International Migration Service” New York
Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
“International Migration Service” Warsaw
“Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
“Sociedad Beneficiante Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
“Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay

**Reel 66**

- Outgoing letters and cables 1940 – 1941
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  - Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    - USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  - Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    "Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    “Hilfsverein” Berlin
    "Israel. Kultusgemeinde" Wien
    “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
    “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
    “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
    “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
    “International Migration service” Geneva
    “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
    “International Migration Service” New York
    Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
    “International Migration Service” Warsaw
    “Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
    “Sociedad Beneficiante Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
    “Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay

Most of the documents are illegible

**Reel 67**

- Outgoing letters and cables 1940 – 1941
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
  • Includes:
    – Search for Family members in America
    – names lists
    – Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
    – Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
      – USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
    – Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
      “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
      “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
      “Hilfsverein” Berlin
      ”Israel. Kultusgemeinde“ Wien
      “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
      “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
      “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
      “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
      “International Migration service” Geneva
      “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
      “International Migration Service” New York
      Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
      “International Migration Service” Warsaw
      “Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
      “Sociedad Beneficiene Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
      “Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay

Reel 68
• Outgoing letters and cables 1940 – 1941
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
  • Includes:
    – Search for Family members in America
    – names lists
    – Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
    – Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
      – USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
    – Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
      “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
      “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
      “Hilfsverein” Berlin
      ”Israel. Kultusgemeinde“ Wien
      “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
      “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
“Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
“Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
“International Migration service” Geneva
“Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
“International Migration Service” New York
Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
“International Migration Service” Warsaw
“Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
“Sociedad Beneficiente Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
“Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay

Reel 69

- Outgoing letters and cables 1940 – 1941
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  - Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    - USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  - Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    - “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    - “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    - “Hilfsverein” Berlin
    - "Israel. Kultusgemeinde" Wien
    - “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
    - “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
    - “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
    - “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
    - “International Migration service” Geneva
    - “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
    - “International Migration Service” New York
    - Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
    - “International Migration Service” Warsaw
    - “Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
    - “Sociedad Beneficiente Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
    - “Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay

Reel 70

- Outgoing letters and cables 1941 – 1942
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  – Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    – USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  – Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    “Hilfsverein” Berlin
    "Israel. Kultusgemeinde" Wien
    “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
    “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
    “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
    “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
    “International Migration service” Geneva
    “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
    “International Migration Service” New York
    Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
    “International Migration Service” Warsaw
    “Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
    “Sociedad Beneficiencia Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
    “Comitee de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay

Reel 71
• Outgoing letters and cables 1941 – 1942
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  – Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    – USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  – Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    “Hilfsverein” Berlin
    "Israel. Kultusgemeinde" Wien
    “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
    “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
    “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
“Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
“International Migration service” Geneva
“Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
“International Migration Service” New York
Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
“International Migration Service” Warsaw
“Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
“Sociedad Beneficiante Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
“Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay

Reel 72

• Outgoing letters and cables 1941 – 1942
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  – Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    – USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  – Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    “Hilfsverein” Berlin
    "Israel. Kultusgemeinde" Wien
    “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtingen” Amsterdam
    “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
    “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
    “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
    “International Migration service” Geneva
    “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
    “International Migration Service” New York
    Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
    “International Migration Service” Warsaw
    “Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
    “Sociedad Beneficiante Disraelita” Rio de Janei
    “Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay
  – International committee of the Red Cross Geneva, Switzerland / care of Hicem Shanghai: March 1942 List of short personal messages from Jews living in Shanghai to their friends and family members still living in Vienna Austria.
    • Includes: name of the sender and name and address of the receiver in Vienna, as well as a short personal massage.
— International committee of the Red Cross Geneva, Switzerland / care of Hicem Shanghai: March 1942 List of short personal messages from Jews living in Shanghai to their Friends and family members who immigrated to South America (Buenos Aires, La Paz, Cochabamba, Rio de Janeiro and others)
  • Includes: name of the sender and name and address of the receiver, as well as a short personal message.
— International committee of the Red Cross Geneva, Switzerland / care of Hicem Shanghai: March 1942 List of short personal messages from Jews living in Shanghai to their Friends and family members who still living in Upper Silesia (Cities include: Beuthen, Ratibor and others)
  • Includes: name of the sender and name and address of the receiver, as well as a short personal message.
  • International committee of the Red Cross Geneva, Switzerland / care of Hicem Shanghai: March 1942 List of short personal messages from German Jews living in Shanghai to their friends and family members who still living in various cities in Germany, such as: Hamburg, Koensberg, Breslau, Leipzig, Potsdam, Munched, Köln, Düsseldorf, Frankfurt, and others.
  • Includes: name of the sender and name and address of the receiver, as well as a short personal message.
— International committee of the Red Cross Geneva, Switzerland / care of Hicem Shanghai: March 1942 List of short personal messages from German Jews living in Shanghai to their Friends and family members who still living in various cities in Germany, Berlin.
  • Includes: name of the sender and name and address of the receiver, as well as a short personal message.
— International committee of the Red Cross Geneva, Switzerland / care of Hicem Shanghai: March 1942 List of short personal messages from Jews living in Shanghai to their Friends and family members who still living in various cities in Poland, such as: Warsaw, Vilna, Cracow, Bialystok, Plonsk, Piaski, Lagow, and others.
  • Includes: name of the sender and name and address of the receiver, as well as a short personal message.
— International committee of the Red Cross Geneva, Switzerland / care of Hicem Shanghai: March 1942 List of short personal messages from Jews living in Shanghai to their Friends and family members who still living in various cities in Sweden, such as: Gossater, Hoerby, Stockholm and others.
  • Includes: name of the sender and name and address of the receiver, as well as a short personal message.
  • Communications from M. Birman manager, located in Switzerland, on behalf of various Jewish aid organizations. March 1942

Reel 73
• Outgoing letters and cables 1941 – 1942
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  – Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
  – USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  – Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    “Hilfsverein” Berlin
    "Israel. Kultusgemeinde" Wien
    “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtingen” Amsterdam
    “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
    “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
    “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
    “International Migration service” Geneva
    “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
    “International Migration Service” New York
    Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
    “International Migration Service” Warsaw
    “Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
    “Sociedad Beneficienre Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
    “Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay
  – Communications back and forth between various Jewish aid organizations to verify addresses of family members and friends, and requests to locate missing people. Locations include; Palestine, Shanghai, Switzerland, Vienna, Germany, Turkey, and others.
  – Reply letters, starting October 1942, from Geneva Red Cross, Include: person description, and last known address.

Reel 74
• Outgoing letters and cables 1941 – 1942
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  – Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
  – USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  – Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
“Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
“Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
“Hilfsverein” Berlin
"Israel. Kultusgemeinde“ Wien
“Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
“Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
“Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
“Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
“International Migration service” Geneva
“Jew's Temporary Shelter” London
“International Migration Service” New York
Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
“International Migration Service” Warsaw
“Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
“Sociedad Beneficiente Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
“Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay
– Communications back and forth between various Jewish aid organizations to verify addresses of family members and friends, and requests to locate missing people. Locations include; Palestine, Shanghai, Switzerland, Vienna, Germany, Turkey, and others.
– Reply letters, starting October 1942, from Geneva Red Cross, Include: person description, and last known address.

Reel 75

• Outgoing letters and cables 1942 – 1943
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  – Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    – USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  – Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    “Hilfsverein” Berlin
    "Israel. Kultusgemeinde" Wien
    “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
    “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
    “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
    “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
    “International Migration service” Geneva
    “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
“International Migration Service” New York
Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
“International Migration Service” Warsaw
“Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
“Sociedad Beneficiente Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
“Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay

– Communications back and forth between various Jewish aid
organizations to verify addresses of family members and friends, and
requests to locate missing people. Locations include; Palestine,
Shanghai, Switzerland, Vienna, Germany, Turkey, and others.
– Reply letters, starting October 1942, from Geneva Red Cross, Include:
person description, and last known address.

Reel 76

• Outgoing letters and cables 1943 – 1944
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish
    and Russian
  – Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
  – USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  – Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War
    Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
      “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
      “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
      “Hilfsverein” Berlin
      "Israel. Kultusgemeinde” Wien
      “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
      “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
      “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
      “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
      “International Migration service” Geneva
      “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
      “International Migration Service” New York
      Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
      “International Migration Service” Warsaw
      “Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
      “Sociedad Beneficiente Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
      “Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay

– Communications back and forth between various Jewish aid
organizations to verify addresses of family members and friends, and
requests to locate missing people. Locations include; Palestine, Shanghai, Switzerland, Vienna, Germany, Turkey, and others.

- Reply letters, starting October 1942, from Geneva Red Cross, Include: person description, and last known address.

**Reel 77**

- Outgoing letters and cables 1943 – 1944
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  - Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    - USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  - Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    "Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    “Hilfsverein” Berlin
    "Israel. Kultusgemeinde" Wien
    “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtingen” Amsterdam
    “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
    “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
    “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
    “International Migration service” Geneva
    “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
    “International Migration Service” New York
    Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
    “International Migration Service” Warsaw
    “Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
    “Sociedad Beneficiante Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
    “Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay
  - Communications back and forth between various Jewish aid organizations to verify addresses of family members and friends, and requests to locate missing people. Locations include; Palestine, Shanghai, Switzerland, Vienna, Germany, Turkey, and others.
  - Reply letters, starting October 1942, from Geneva Red Cross, Include: person description, and last known address.

**Reel 78**

- Outgoing letters and cables 1943 – 1944
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
– Search for Family members in America
– names lists
– Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
– Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
  – USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
– Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
  “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
  “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
  “Hilfsverein” Berlin
  "Israel. Kultusgemeinde" Wien
  “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
  “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
  “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
  “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
  “International Migration service” Geneva
  “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
  “International Migration Service” New York
  Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
  “International Migration Service” Warsaw
  “Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
  “Sociedad Beneficiante Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
  “Comité de Proteccion a los Inmigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay
– Communications back and forth between various Jewish aid organizations to verify addresses of family members and friends, and requests to locate missing people. Locations include; Palestine, Shanghai, Switzerland, Vienna, Germany, Turkey, and others.
– Reply letters, Starting October 1942, from Geneva Red Cross, Include: person description, and last known address.
– Log of Senders and Recipients of Communication between Shanghai (?) and relatives and friends in Germany and other parts of Nazi occupied Europe 1943-1944: features personal data as follows: **Sender**: Full name, marital status, date and place of birth, citizenship(current and previous), religion/ race (IE Jewish), profession, former place and address of residence, current address in Shanghai (?). **Recipient**: Full name, marital status, date and place of birth, citizenship (current and previous), religion/ race (IE Jewish), relationship to sender, profession, current address, month and year.

**Reel 79**

- Outgoing letters and cables 1944 – 1945
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
- names lists
- Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
- Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as: USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
- Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
  - “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
  - “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
  - “Hilfsverein” Berlin
  - "Israel. Kultusgemeinde" Wien
  - “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
  - “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
  - “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
  - “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
  - “International Migration service” Geneva
  - “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
  - “International Migration Service” New York
  - Nansen International Office for Refugees’ Yugoslavia
  - “International Migration Service” Warsaw
  - “Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
  - “Sociedad Beneficiente Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
  - “Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay
- Communications back and forth between various Jewish aid organizations to verify addresses of family members and friends, and requests to locate missing people. Locations include: Palestine, Shanghai, Switzerland, Vienna, Germany, Turkey, and others.
- Reply letters, starting October 1942, from Geneva Red Cross, Include: person description, and last known address.
- Application for Prolongation to the Shanghai Stateless Refugees Affairs Bureau.
- Log of Senders and Recipients of Communication between Shanghai (?) and relatives and friends in Germany and other parts of Nazi occupied Europe 19431944: features personal data as follows: **Sender**: Full name, marital status, date and place of birth, citizenship(current and previous), religion/ race (IE Jewish), profession, former place and address of residence, current address in Shanghai (?). **Recipient**: Full name, marital status, date and place of birth, citizenship (current and previous), religion/ race (IE Jewish), relationship to sender, profession, current address, month and year.

**Reel 80**
- Outgoing letters and cables 1944 – 1945
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
– Search for Family members in America
– names lists
– Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
– Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
  – USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
– Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
  “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
  “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
  “Hilfsverein” Berlin
  "Israel. Kultusgemeinde" Wien
  “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtingen” Amsterdam
  “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
  “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
  “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
  “International Migration service” Geneva
  “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
  “International Migration Service” New York
  Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
  “International Migration Service” Warsaw
  “Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
  “Sociedad Beneficiencia Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
  “Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israeliitas” Chile and Uruguay
– Communications back and forth between various Jewish aid organizations to verify addresses of family members and friends, and requests to locate missing people. Locations include; Palestine, Shanghai, Switzerland, Vienna, Germany, Turkey, and others.
– Reply letters, starting October 1942, from Geneva Red Cross, Include: person description, and last known address.
– Application for Prolongation to the Shanghai Stateless Refugees Affairs Bureau.
– Log of Senders and Recipients of Communication between Shanghai (?) and relatives and friends in Germany and other parts of Nazi occupied Europe 19431944: features personal data as follows: **Sender**: Full name, marital status, date and place of birth, citizenship(current and previous), religion/ race (IE Jewish), profession, former place and address of residence, current address in Shanghai (?). **Recipient**: Full name, marital status, date and place of birth, citizenship (current and previous), religion/ race (IE Jewish), relationship to sender, profession, current address, month and year.
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– Outgoing letters and cables 1944 – 1945
– Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  – Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    – USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  – Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    “Hilfsverein” Berlin
    “Israel. Kultusgemeinde” Wien
    “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtteligen” Amsterdam
    “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
    “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
    “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
    “International Migration service” Geneva
    “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
    “International Migration Service” New York
    “Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
    “International Migration Service” Warsaw
    “Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
    “Sociedad Beneficiante Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
    “Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay
  – Communications back and forth between various Jewish aid organizations to verify addresses of family members and friends, and requests to locate missing people. Locations include; Palestine, Shanghai, Switzerland, Vienna, Germany, Turkey, and others.
  – Reply letters, starting October 1942, from Geneva Red Cross, Include: person description, and last known address.
  – Log of Senders and Recipients of Communication between Shanghai (?) and relatives and friends in Germany and other parts of Nazi occupied Europe 19431944: features personal data as follows: Sender: Full name, marital status, date and place of birth, citizenship(current and previous), religion/ race (IE Jewish), profession, former place and address of residence, current address in Shanghai (?). Recipient: Full name, marital status, date and place of birth, citizenship (current and previous), religion/ race (IE Jewish), relationship to sender, profession, current address, month and year.

Reel 82
• Outgoing letters and cables 1944 – 1945
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
– Search for Family members in America
– names lists
– Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
– Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
  – USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
– Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
  “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
  “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
  “Hilfsverein” Berlin
  "Israel. Kultusgemeinde" Wien
  “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
  “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
  “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
  “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
  “International Migration service” Geneva
  “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
  “International Migration Service” New York
  Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
  “International Migration Service” Warsaw
  “Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
  “Sociedad Beneficiencante Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
  “Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay
– Communications back and forth between various Jewish aid organizations to verify addresses of family members and friends, and requests to locate missing people. Locations include; Palestine, Shanghai, Switzerland, Vienna, Germany, Turkey, and others.
– Reply letters, starting October 1942, from Geneva Red Cross, Include: person description, and last known address.
– Enquiry forms for relatives search, includes: applicants information, such as: Full name, citizenship, date and place of birth, family status, present address, profession, when arrived at the Far East and by what steamer, and from what place. Relative information, such as: relationship to the applicant, full name, date and place of birth, family status, present occupation, former occupation, when arrived last letter, from where, last known address, names and address of person who lived at the same place and through whom further info might be obtainable.

Reel 83
• Outgoing letters and cables 1944 – 1945
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
names lists

Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian

Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
- USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
- Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
  - “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
  - “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
  - “Hilfsverein” Berlin
  - "Israel. Kultusgemeinde" Wien
  - “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
  - “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
  - “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
  - “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
  - “International Migration service” Geneva
  - “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
  - “International Migration Service” New York
  - Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
  - “International Migration Service” Warsaw
  - “Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
  - “Sociedad Beneficiemente Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
  - “Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay

Communications back and forth between various Jewish aid organizations to verify addresses of family members and friends, and requests to locate missing people. Locations include; Palestine, Shanghai, Switzerland, Vienna, Germany, Turkey, and others.

Reply letters, starting October 1942, from Geneva Red Cross, Include: person description, and last known address.

Enquiry forms for relatives search, includes: applicants information, such as: Full name, citizenship, date and place of birth, family status, present address, profession, when arrived at the Far East and by what steamer, and from what place. Relative information, such as: relationship to the applicant, full name, date and place of birth, family status, present occupation, former occupation, when arrived last letter, from where, last known address, names and address of person who lived at the same place and through whom further info might be obtainable.

Reel 84

- Outgoing letters and cables 1945 – 1946
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian

Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:

USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other

Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:

“Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
“Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
“Hilfsverein” Berlin
"Israel. Kultusgemeinde" Wien
“Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
“Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
“Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
“Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
“International Migration service” Geneva
“Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
“International Migration Service” New York
Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
“International Migration Service” Warsaw
“Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
“Sociedad Beneficiente Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
“Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay

Communications back and forth between various Jewish aid organizations to verify addresses of family members and friends, and requests to locate missing people. Locations include; Palestine, Shanghai, Switzerland, Vienna, Germany, Turkey, and others.

Reply letters, starting October 1942, from Geneva Red Cross, Include: person description, and last known address.

Enquiry forms for relatives search, includes: applicants information, such as: Full name, citizenship, date and place of birth, family status, present address, profession, when arrived at the Far East and by what steamer, and from what place. Relative information, such as: relationship to the applicant, full name, date and place of birth, family status, present occupation, former occupation, when arrived last letter, from where, last known address, names and address of person who lived at the same place and through whom further info might be obtainable.

Lists of lost and found relatives and friends, includes: petitioner in Shanghai, Relative in Europe, and last residence.

Requests to forward letters

Reel 85

- Outgoing letters and cables 1945 – 1946
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
Includes:
- Search for Family members in America
- names lists
- Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
- Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
  - USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
- Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
  - Communications back and forth between various Jewish aid organizations to verify addresses of family members and friends, and requests to locate missing people. Locations include; Palestine, Shanghai, Switzerland, Vienna, Germany, Turkey, and others.
- Reply letters, starting October 1942, from Geneva Red Cross, Include: person description, and last known address.
- Enquiry forms for relatives search, includes: applicants information, such as: Full name, citizenship, date and place of birth, family status, present address, profession, when arrived at the Far East and by what steamer, and from what place. Relative information, such as: relationship to the applicant, full name, date and place of birth, family status, present occupation, former occupation, when arrived last letter, from where, last known address, names and address of person who lived at the same place and through whom further info might be obtainable.
- Lists of lost and found relatives and friends, includes: petitioner in Shanghai, Relative in Europe, and last residence.
- Requests to forward letters

Reel 86
- Outgoing letters and cables 1945 – 1946
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  - Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    - USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  - Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    - “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    - “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    - “Hilfsverein” Berlin
    - "Israel. Kultusgemeinde" Wien
    - “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtingen” Amsterdam
    - “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
“Association pour l’Emigration” Paris  
“Council for German Jewry” New Zealand  
“International Migration service” Geneva  
“Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London  
“International Migration Service” New York  
Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia  
“International Migration Service” Warsaw  
“Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai  
“Sociedad Beneficiente Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro  
“Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay  

− Communications back and forth between various Jewish aid organizations to verify addresses of family members and friends, and requests to locate missing people. Locations include; Palestine, Shanghai, Switzerland, Vienna, Germany, Turkey, and others.  
− Reply letters, starting October 1942, from Geneva Red Cross, Include: person description, and last known address.  
− Enquiry forms for relatives search, includes: applicants information, such as: Full name, citizenship, date and place of birth, family status, present address, profession, when arrived at the Far East and by what steamer, and from what place. Relative information, such as: relationship to the applicant, full name, date and place of birth, family status, present occupation, former occupation, when arrived last letter, from where, last known address, names and address of person who lived at the same place and through whom further info might be obtainable.  
− Lists of lost and found relatives and friends, includes: petitioner in Shanghai, Relative in Europe, and last residence.  
− Requests to forward letters

Reel 87

− Outgoing letters and cables 1945 – 1946  
− Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East  
− Includes:  
  − Search for Family members in America  
  − names lists  
  − Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian  
  − Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as: USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other  
  − Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:  
    “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich  
    “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano  
    “Hilfsverein” Berlin  
    "Israel. Kultusgemeinde" Wien
Communications back and forth between various Jewish aid organizations to verify addresses of family members and friends, and requests to locate missing people. Locations include; Palestine, Shanghai, Switzerland, Vienna, Germany, Turkey, and others.

- Reply letters, starting October 1942, from Geneva Red Cross, Include: person description, and last known address.
- Lists of lost and found relatives and friends, includes: petitioner in Shanghai, Relative in Europe, and last residence.
- Requests to forward letters

Reel 88

- Outgoing letters and cables 1945 – 1946
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  - Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    - USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  - Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    - "Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen" Zurich
    - "Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    - "Hilfsverein” Berlin
    - "Israel. Kultusgemeinde" Wien
    - "Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
    - "Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
    - "Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
    - "Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
    - "International Migration service” Geneva
    - "Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
    - "International Migration Service” New York

Page 44
Communications back and forth between various Jewish aid organizations to verify addresses of family members and friends, and requests to locate missing people. Locations include: Palestine, Shanghai, Switzerland, Vienna, Germany, Turkey, and others.

− Reply letters, starting October 1942, from Geneva Red Cross, Include: person description, and last known address.

− Lists of lost and found relatives and friends, includes: petitioner in Shanghai, Relative in Europe, and last residence.

− Requests to forward letters

**Reel 89**

- Outgoing letters and cables 1945 – 1946
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  − Search for Family members in America
  − Names lists
  − Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  − Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    − USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  − Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    "Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    "Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    "Hilfsverein” Berlin
    "Israel. Kultusgemeinde” Wien
    "Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
    "Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
    "Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
    "Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
    "International Migration service” Geneva
    "Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
    "International Migration Service” New York
    "Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
    "International Migration Service” Warsaw
    "Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
    "Sociedad Beneficiencia Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
    "Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay
Communications back and forth between various Jewish aid organizations to verify addresses of family members and friends, and requests to locate missing people. Locations include; Palestine, Shanghai, Switzerland, Vienna, Germany, Turkey, and others.

Reply letters, starting October 1942, from Geneva Red Cross, Include: person description, and last known address.

Lists of lost and found relatives and friends, includes: petitioner in Shanghai, Relative in Europe, and last residence.

Requests to forward letters

**Reel 90**

- Outgoing letters and cables 1945 – 1946
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  - Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    - USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and others
  - Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    - “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    - “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    - “Hilfsverein” Berlin
    - “Israel. Kultusgemeinde” Wien
    - “Comitee voor Joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
    - “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
    - “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
    - “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
    - “International Migration service” Geneva
    - “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
    - “International Migration Service” New York
    - “Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
    - “International Migration Service” Warsaw
    - “Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
    - “Sociedad Beneficiante Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
    - “Comite de Proteccion a los Emigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay

Communications back and forth between various Jewish aid organizations to verify addresses of family members and friends, and requests to locate missing people. Locations include; Palestine, Shanghai, Switzerland, Vienna, Germany, Turkey, and others.

Reply letters, starting October 1942, from Geneva Red Cross, Include: person description, and last known address.
– Lists of lost and found relatives and friends, includes: petitioner in Shanghai, Relative in Europe, and last residence.
– Requests to forward letters
– Communication about lists of people who are leaving Shanghai.
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– Outgoing letters and cables 1946 – 1947
– Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
– Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  – Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    – USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  – Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    “Hilfsverein” Berlin
    "Israel. Kultusgemeinde" Wien
    “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
    “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
    “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
    “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
    “International Migration service” Geneva
    “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
    “International Migration Service” New York
    Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
    “International Migration Service” Warsaw
    “Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
    “Sociedad Beneficiente Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
    “Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay
  – Communications back and forth between various Jewish aid organizations to verify addresses of family members and friends, and requests to locate missing people. Locations include; Palestine, Shanghai, Switzerland, Vienna, Germany, Turkey, and others.
  – Reply letters, Starting October 1942, from Geneva Red Cross, Include: person description, and last known address.
  – Lists of lost and found relatives and friends, includes: petitioner in Shanghai, Relative in Europe, and last residence.
  – Requests to forward letters
  – Communication about lists of people who are leaving Shanghai.
Reel 92

- Outgoing letters and cables 1946 – 1947
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  - Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
    - USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  - Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    - “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    - “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    - “Hilfsverein” Berlin
    - “Israel. Kultusgemeinde” Wien
    - “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
    - “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
    - “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
    - “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
    - “International Migration service” Geneva
    - “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
    - “International Migration Service” New York
    - “Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
    - “International Migration Service” Warsaw
    - “Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
    - “Sociedad Beneficienete Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
    - “Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay
  - Communications back and forth between various Jewish aid organizations to verify addresses of family members and friends, and requests to locate missing people. Locations include; Palestine, Shanghai, Switzerland, Vienna, Germany, Turkey, and others.
  - Reply letters, starting October 1942, from Geneva Red Cross, Include: person description, and last known address.
  - Lists of lost and found relatives and friends, includes: petitioner in Shanghai, Relative in Europe, and last residence.
  - Requests to forward letters
  - Communication about lists of people who are leaving Shanghai.
  - Departure records (?) Include: ship name, date of departure, persons information and previous address, and the person to whom they are traveling.
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- Outgoing letters and cables 1946 – 1947
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  - Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as: USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
  - Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
    “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
    “Hilfsverein” Berlin
    "Israel. Kultusgemeinde" Wien
    “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
    “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
    “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
    “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
    “International Migration service” Geneva
    “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
    “International Migration Service” New York
    “Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
    “International Migration Service” Warsaw
    “Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
    “Sociedad Beneficiente Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
    “Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay
  - Communications back and forth between various Jewish aid organizations to verify addresses of family members and friends, and requests to locate missing people. Locations include: Palestine, Shanghai, Switzerland, Vienna, Germany, Turkey, and others.
  - Reply letters, Starting October 1942, from Geneva Red Cross, Include: person description, and last known address.
  - Lists of lost and found relatives and friends, includes: petitioner in Shanghai, Relative in Europe, and last residence.
  - Requests to forward letters
  - Communication about lists of people who are leaving Shanghai.
  - Departure records (?) Include: ship name, date of departure, persons information and previous address, and the person to whom they are traveling.
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• Outgoing letters and cables 1946 – 1947
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
– Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
– Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
  – USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
– Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
  “Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
  “Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
  “Hilfsverein” Berlin
  ”Israel. Kultusgemeinde” Wien
  “Comitee voor joodshe Vluehtelingen” Amsterdam
  “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
  “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
  “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
  “International Migration service” Geneva
  “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
  “International Migration Service” New York
  Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
  “International Migration Service” Warsaw
  “Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
  “Sociedad Beneficiente Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
  “Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay
– Communications back and forth between various Jewish aid organizations to verify addresses of family members and friends, and requests to locate missing people. Locations include; Palestine, Shanghai, Switzerland, Vienna, Germany, Turkey, and others.
– Reply letters, starting October 1942, from Geneva Red Cross, Include: person description, and last known address.
– Lists of lost and found relatives and friends, includes: petitioner in Shanghai, Relative in Europe, and last residence.
– Requests to forward letters
– Communication about lists of people who are leaving Shanghai.
– Departure records (?) Include: ship name, date of departure, persons information and previous address, and the person to whom they are traveling.

Reel 95

• Outgoing letters and cables 1946 – 1947
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  – Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
- USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
- Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
  "Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen" Zurich
  "Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
  “Hilfsverein” Berlin
  "Israel. Kultusgemeinde" Wien
  “Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
  “Australian Jewish Welfare So.” Sydney
  “Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
  “Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
  “International Migration service” Geneva
  “Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
  “International Migration Service” New York
  Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
  “International Migration Service” Warsaw
  “Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
  “Sociedad Beneficiente Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
  “Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay
- Communications back and forth between various Jewish aid organizations to verify addresses of family members and friends, and requests to locate missing people. Locations include; Palestine, Shanghai, Switzerland, Vienna, Germany, Turkey, and others.
- Reply letters, starting October 1942, from Geneva Red Cross, Include: person description, and last known address.
- Lists of lost and found relatives and friends, includes: petitioner in Shanghai, Relative in Europe, and last residence.
- Requests to forward letters
- Communication about lists of people who are leaving Shanghai.
- Departure records (?) Include: ship name, date of departure, persons information and previous address, and the person to whom they are traveling.

**Reel 96**

- Outgoing letters and cables 1946 – 1947
- Copies of cables sent
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence mostly in German and English and some is in Yiddish and Russian
  - Search requests in English to police departments in countries such as:
  - USA, China, France, England, Palestine, Cuba and other
Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
“Verband Schwiz. Israel. Armenpflegen” Zurich
“Comitato di Assistenza” Milano
“Hilfsverein” Berlin
"Israel. Kultusgemeinde" Wien
“Comitee voor joodshe Vluechtelingen” Amsterdam
“Australian Jewish Welfare So. “ Sydney
“Association pour l’Emigration” Paris
“Council for German Jewry” New Zealand
“International Migration service” Geneva
“Jew’s Temporary Shelter” London
“International Migration Service” New York
Nansen International Office for Refugees” Yugoslavia
“International Migration Service” Warsaw
“Jewish Refugee Center” Shanghai
“Sociedad Beneficiente Disraelita” Rio de Janeiro
“Comité de Proteccion a los Imigrantes Israelitas” Chile and Uruguay

Communications back and forth between various Jewish aid organizations to verify addresses of family members and friends, and requests to locate missing people. Locations include; Palestine, Shanghai, Switzerland, Vienna, Germany, Turkey, and others.

Reply letters, starting October 1942, from Geneva Red Cross, Include: person description, and last known address.

Lists of lost and found relatives and friends, includes: petitioner in Shanghai, Relative in Europe, and last residence.

Requests to forward letters

Communication about lists of people who are leaving Shanghai.

Departure records (?) Include: ship name, date of departure, persons information and previous address, and the person to whom they are traveling.

Receipts of Fund Relief that was given to Jews (?)

Short letters (Radiograms) to Shanghai (?) from 19181919, almost all in Yiddish and some are in Russian

+ NOTE: The reel is not in correct order, years jump to 1945 then 1946 and then 1947-1949 and some documents from 1918 – 1919
Short letters (Radiograms) to Shanghai (?) from 1918 – 1919, almost all in hand written Yiddish and some are in Russian and English.

+ NOTE: The reel is not in correct order; years jump from 1947 – 1949 to 1918-1919

Reel 98
• Outgoing letters and cables 1920 – 1921
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Short letters (Radiograms) to Shanghai (?) from 1918 – 1919, almost all in hand written Yiddish and some are in Russian and English.
  – Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    Hebrew society of Yokohama
    Hebrew Sheltering Aid society of America
    Federation of Ukrainian Jews in Aid of the Pogrom Sufferers in Ukraine

+ NOTE: The reel is not in correct order, years jump from 1918 – 1919 to 1920 – 1921

Reel 99
• Outgoing letters and cables 1920 - 1922
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    Hebrew society of Yokohama
    Hebrew Sheltering Aid society of America
    Federation of Ukrainian Jews in Aid of the Pogrom Sufferers in Ukraine

Reel 100
• Outgoing letters and cables 1922-1923
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
Hebrew society of Yokohama
Hebrew Sheltering Aid society of America
Federation of Ukrainian Jews in Aid of the Pogrom Sufferers in Ukraine

**Reel 101**
- Outgoing letters and cables 1923-1924
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    - Hebrew society of Yokohama
    - Hebrew Sheltering Aid society of America
    - Federation of Ukrainian Jews in Aid of the Pogrom Sufferers in Ukraine
- + Typo in the introductory page 232, the years are between 1923-1924, not 1933-1924
- + Years jump from 1923-1924 to 1925-1926

**Reel 102**
- Outgoing letters and cables 1925-1928
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    - Hebrew society of Yokohama
    - Hebrew Sheltering Aid society of America
    - Federation of Ukrainian Jews in Aid of the Pogrom Sufferers in Ukraine
    - United Jewish Emigrating Committee Berlin

**Reel 103**
- Outgoing letters and cables 1930 – 1931
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    - Hebrew society of Yokohama
Hebrew Sheltering Aid society of America
Federation of Ukrainian Jews in Aid of the Pogrom Sufferers in Ukraine
United Jewish Emigrating Committee Berlin

• + Years jump from 1928 to 1930-1933

**Reel 104**

• Outgoing letters and cables 1932 – 1936
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    Hebrew society of Yokohama
    Hebrew Sheltering Aid society of America
    Federation of Ukrainian Jews in Aid of the Pogrom Sufferers in Ukraine
    United Jewish Emigrating Committee Berlin
    Association Pour L’E’MIGRATION Bureau Central, Paris

**Reel 105**

• Outgoing letters and cables 1934 – 1938
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    Hebrew Sheltering Aid society of America
    Federation of Ukrainian Jews in Aid of the Pogrom Sufferers in Ukraine
    United Jewish Emigrating Committee Berlin
    Association Pour L’E’MIGRATION Bureau Central, Paris

**Reel 106**

• Outgoing letters and cables 1937 - 1938
• Includes: Correspondence with Philippines, Australia and New Zealand
• Correspondence with organizations and companies in the Far East.
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
– Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
  Hebrew Sheltering Aid Society of America
  Federation of Ukrainian Jews in Aid of the Pogrom Sufferers in Ukraine
  United Jewish Emigrating Committee Berlin
  Association Pour L’E’MIGRATION Bureau Central, Paris

• + Years Jump back to 1935-1938

Reel 107

• Outgoing letters and cables 1935 – 1939
• Correspondence with organizations and companies in the Far East
• Correspondence with individuals
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
  – Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    Hebrew Sheltering Aid Society of America
    Federation of Ukrainian Jews in Aid of the Pogrom Sufferers in Ukraine
    United Jewish Emigrating Committee Berlin
    Association Pour L’E’MIGRATION Bureau Central, Paris
  – Letters of Communication from B.S. BARBASH & Co., Importers & Manufactures Representatives, in Shanghai.

Reel 108

• Outgoing letters and cables 1938 - 1939
• Correspondence with organizations in Harbin and individuals in Shanghai, and also General correspondence.
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists
    – Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
      Hebrew Sheltering Aid Society of America
      Federation of Ukrainian Jews in Aid of the Pogrom Sufferers in Ukraine
      United Jewish Emigrating Committee Berlin
      Association Pour L’E’MIGRATION Bureau Central, Paris
    – Letters of Communication from B.S. BARBASH & Co., Importers & Manufactures Representatives, in Shanghai.
Reel 109

- Outgoing letters and cables 1938 - 1939
- Correspondence with Jewish organizations in the Far East, Includes also organizations in Vienna and Warsaw.
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
  - Includes:
    - Search for Family members in America
    - names lists
    - Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
      Hebrew Sheltering Aid society of America
      Federation of Ukrainian Jews in Aid of the Pogrom Sufferers in Ukraine
      United Jewish Emigrating Committee Berlin
      Association Pour L’E’MIGRATION Bureau Central, Paris

Reel 110

- Outgoing letters and cables 1939 – 1942
- Correspondence with committee for the Assistance of European Jewish Refugees, Shanghai
- Correspondence with Harbin, Includes: report on the Move to Shanghai.
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
  - Includes:
    - Search for Family members in America
    - names lists
    - Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
      Hebrew Sheltering Aid society of America
      Federation of Ukrainian Jews in Aid of the Pogrom Sufferers in Ukraine
      United Jewish Emigrating Committee Berlin
      Association Pour L’E’MIGRATION Bureau Central, Paris

Reel 111

- Outgoing letters and cables 1939 – 1940
- Correspondence with:
  - Dairen Hebrew Society
  - Tientsin Hebrew Association
  - Relief Aid committee, Yokohama
- Correspondence with individuals and organizations involved in Refugee work in the Far East
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
  - Includes:
Search for Family members in America
names lists
Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
Hebrew Sheltering Aid society of America
Federation of Ukrainian Jews in Aid of the Pogrom Sufferers in Ukraine
United Jewish Emigrating Committee Berlin
Association Pour L’E’MIGRATION Bureau Central, Paris

Reel 112

- Outgoing letters and cables 1938 – 1940
- Correspondence overseas includes:
  HIAS, New York
  Hilfsverein, Berlin
  IKG, Kultusgemeinde, Wien
  Judische Gemeinde, Berlin
- Correspondence with the Reichsvereinigung der Juden in Deutschland Abt. Wanderung, Berlin
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    Hebrew Sheltering Aid society of America
    Federation of Ukrainian Jews in Aid of the Pogrom Sufferers in Ukraine
    United Jewish Emigrating Committee Berlin
    Association Pour L’E’MIGRATION Bureau Central, Paris

Reel 113

- Outgoing letters and cables 1939 – 1940
- Correspondence overseas includes:
  Hilfsverein, Berlin
  IKG, Kultusgemeinde, Wien
  Judische Kultusgemeinde, Prag
  Judische Zentrale Emigrations Gesellschaft “JEAS”
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    Hebrew Sheltering Aid society of America
Reel 114

- Outgoing letters and cables 1938 – 1940
- Correspondence with:
  - HICEM, Paris
  - Service de Transmigration, Brussels
  - HICEM, Brussels
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    - Hebrew Sheltering Aid society of America
    - Federation of Ukrainian Jews in Aid of the Pogrom Sufferers in Ukraine
    - United Jewish Emigrating Committee Berlin
    - Association Pour L’E’MIGRATION Bureau Central, Paris

Reel 115

- Outgoing letters and cables 1939 – 1941
- Correspondence with:
  - HICEM, Lisbon
  - HICEM, New York
  - HICEM, San Francisco
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    - Hebrew Sheltering Aid society of America
    - Federation of Ukrainian Jews in Aid of the Pogrom Sufferers in Ukraine
    - United Jewish Emigrating Committee Berlin
    - Association Pour L’E’MIGRATION Bureau Central, Paris

Reel 116

- Outgoing letters and cables 1939 – 1942
- Correspondence with:
HICEM, Lisbon
HICEM, New York
HICEM, San Francisco
HICEM, Seattle

- Correspondence with Organizations Arranged Alphabetically by place, AH
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    Hebrew Sheltering Aid society of America
    Federation of Ukrainian Jews in Aid of the Pogrom Sufferers in Ukraine
    United Jewish Emigrating Committee Berlin
    Association Pour L’E’MIGRATION Bureau Central, Paris

Reel 117

- Outgoing letters and cables 1939 – 1941
- Correspondence with Organizations Arranged Alphabetically by place, JL
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    Hebrew Sheltering Aid society of America
    Federation of Ukrainian Jews in Aid of the Pogrom Sufferers in Ukraine
    United Jewish Emigrating Committee Berlin
    Association Pour L’E’MIGRATION Bureau Central, Paris

Reel 118

- Outgoing letters and cables 1939 – 1942
- Correspondence with Organizations Arranged Alphabetically by place, SZ
- Correspondence with various organizations and consulates, such as:
  The Jewish Refugee Committee, Manila
  National Refugee Service Inc., New York
  Liebermann Waelchli & Co.
  Comité International De La Croix Rouge
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
Hebrew Sheltering Aid society of America
Federation of Ukrainian Jews in Aid of the Pogrom Sufferers in Ukraine
United Jewish Emigrating Committee Berlin
Association Pour L’E’MIGRATION Bureau Central, Paris

Reel 119
- Outgoing letters and cables 1939 – 1942
- Correspondence with HICEM
- Correspondence with various organizations and consulates, such as:
  - The Jewish Refugee Committee, Manila
  - National Refugee Service Inc., New York
  - Liebermann Waelchli & Co.
  - Comité International De La Croix Rouge
- Correspondence with the Jewish Community of KOBE
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
  - Correspondence from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with world organizations such as:
    - Hebrew Sheltering Aid society of America
    - Federation of Ukrainian Jews in Aid of the Pogrom Sufferers in Ukraine
    - United Jewish Emigrating Committee Berlin
    - Association Pour L’E’MIGRATION Bureau Central, Paris

Reel 120
- Outgoing letters and cables 1941 – 1942
- Correspondence with organization, Comité International De La Croix Rouge
- Correspondence with the Jewish Community of KOBE
- Correspondence with Jewish Relief Organization in Shanghai
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists

Reel 121
- Outgoing letters and cables 1940 – 1943
- Correspondence with organization, Comité International De La Croix Rouge
- cables received in the Central China Telecommunications Co’ Ltd. And The Shanghai International Radio Office.
- Correspondents with:
  - Shanghai press
Judische Kultusgemeinde, Prag
JEAS, Warszawa
Judische Kultusgemeinde, Wien
Including: lists and announcements published in Shanghai press.

- Correspondence with the International Red Cross in Geneva, Includes; lists of senders, receivers, and short personal messages.
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists

Reel 122
- Outgoing letters and cables 1940 – 1944
- Correspondence with organization, Comité International De La Croix Rouge
- Correspondence with the International Red Cross in Shanghai, Includes; lists of Red Cross Messages handed to Hicem for Distribution.
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists

Reel 123
- Outgoing letters and cables 1942 – 1944
- Correspondence with organization, Comité International De La Croix Rouge
- Correspondence with the International Red Cross in Shanghai, Includes; lists of Red Cross Messages handed to Hicem for Distribution.
- Correspondence with organizations in Neutral Countries and China.
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists

Reel 124
- Outgoing letters and cables 1943 – 1944
- Correspondence with organization, Comité International De La Croix Rouge
- Correspondence with organizations in Neutral Countries and China.
- Correspondence with relief and refugee organizations in Shanghai (in Alphabetical order)
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
Reel 125
- Outgoing letters and cables 1944 – 1946
- Correspondence with relief and refugee organizations in Shanghai (in Alphabetical order)
- Correspondence with Jewish and NonJewish organizations in Shanghai (in Alphabetical order)
- Correspondence with Red Cross in various countries, such as: Britain, Shanghai, America, Geneva
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists

Reel 126
- Outgoing letters and cables 1944 – 1946
- Correspondence with Red Cross in various countries, such as: Britain, Shanghai, America, Geneva
- Correspondence with organizations abroad.
- Correspondence with HIAS in New York, Lisbon and Paris.
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists

Reel 127
- Outgoing letters and cables 1945 – 1946
- Correspondence with HIAS in New York, Lisbon and Paris; Arranged alphabetically by place AK, LN
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists

Reel 128
- Outgoing letters and cables 1945 – 1946
- Correspondence with HIAS in New York, Lisbon and Paris; Arranged alphabetically by place OZ
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists

Reel 128
• Outgoing letters and cables 1945 – 1947
• Lists of private remittances sent from New York via HIAS and UNRRA
• Correspondence with organizations abroad, arranged alphabetically by place AQ
• Includes places and organizations such as: Chang Chun, Hamburg, Hong Kong, La Paz, London (World Jewish Congress), Jewish Community Manila, Los Angeles, Montevideo Uruguay, Montreal Canada, MUKDEN, Naples, Isadore Rubin Aid committee New York, Union of Russian Jews New York, Quito, and others.
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists

Reel 130
• Outgoing letters and cables 1945 – 1947
• Correspondence with organizations abroad, arranged alphabetically by place AQ
• Includes places and organizations such as: Chang Chun, Hamburg, Hong Kong, La Paz, London (World Jewish Congress), Jewish Community Manila, Los Angeles, Montevideo Uruguay, Montreal Canada, MUKDEN, Naples, Isadore Rubin Aid committee New York, Union of Russian Jews New York, Quito, and others.
• Correspondence with organizations abroad, arranged alphabetically by place RZ
• Includes places such as: Rome, San Francisco, Sydney, Stockholm, TelAviv, TIENTSIN, Tsingtao, Vienna, Zurich, and others.
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists

Reel 131
• Outgoing letters and cables 1946 – 1947
• Correspondence with organizations abroad, arranged alphabetically by place RZ
• Includes places such as: Rome, San Francisco, Sydney, Stockholm, TelAviv, TIENTSIN, Tsingtao, Vienna, Zurich, and others.
• Correspondence with HIAS, Paris
• Correspondence with HIAS and HICEM, Paris
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
• Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists

Reel 132
• Outgoing letters and cables 1946 – 1947
• Correspondence with HIAS and HICEM, Paris
- Correspondence with HIAS, New York, includes; lists of European refugees, who left Shanghai in 1947 to immigrate to the US, provided the name of the refugee and the information about the person he or she will be joining in the US.
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists

Reel 133
- Outgoing letters and cables 1946 – 1947
- Correspondence with HIAS, New York, includes; lists of European refugees, who left Shanghai in 1947 to immigrate to the US, provided the name of the refugee and the information about the person he or she will be joining in the US.
- Full list of Jewish refugees registered with HIAS, Shanghai 1943
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists
- + Years jump from 1947 to 1943!!!!

Reel 134
- Outgoing letters and cables 1943 – 1945
- Full list of Jewish refugees registered with HIAS, Shanghai 1943, 1945
- List of all particulars of the Jewish refugees in Shanghai registered with HIAS in 1945 (to the end of Pacific War) in alphabetical order AK
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists

Reel 135
- Outgoing letters and cables 1944 – 1945
- List of all particulars of the Jewish refugees in Shanghai registered with HIAS in 1945 (to the end of Pacific War) in alphabetical order LZ
- Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
- Includes:
  - Search for Family members in America
  - names lists

Reel 136
- Outgoing letters and cables 1946 – 1949
• List of refugees leaving Shanghai to various places, such as: South America, USA, Australia, Hamburg, and others. Lists include: name of applicant, his wife and children, name and address of the receiver.
• Lists of refugees applying to emigrate to Australia in 1947
• Newspaper cuttings concerning the Bureau for Jewish Sufferers in the Far East, and its work.19401942
• + Years jump to 19401942
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
  Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists

Reel 137
• Outgoing letters and cables 1946-1947
• Newspaper cuttings concerning the Bureau for Jewish Sufferers in the Far East, and its work.1947
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
  Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists

Reels 138-171

NOTE: See separate registry of names associated with each case file
• Outgoing letters and cables 1934-1939
• Case files of Jews in Europe, includes; short Biography, Photos, Letters from the Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East with requests for Financial help, Request forms for immigration from 1934-1939, communications with other Jewish aid organizations, Request applications for Job positions outside of Germany. (Mostly in German and Russian)
• Central Information Bureau for Jewish War Sufferers in the Far East
  Includes:
  – Search for Family members in America
  – names lists